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LA Gets a New Gateway
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Bentley's of London:
A Cache of Vintage
Treasures
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Lord Norman Foster's
Dassault Falcon 7X
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Mile High Escape
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WineClub
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Airline Wine Service
Secrets of the
Seasoned Traveler
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Fred Tibbitts Jr. is a global
wine consultant based in
New York and Bangkok. He
assists some of the top hotel and restaurant chains in
the U.S. and Asia Pacific developing their wine-by-theglass programs, leading
educational trips to wine
producing countries and
hosting VIP industry dinners at New York and across
Asia.

United Airlines, Doug Frost, another industry wine star and his
panel of experts ensure you will be pleased (See their August
Featured Wine Menus) . If you're flying American Airlines, Ken
Chase (a.k.a. Delta, Canadian Airlines and Royal Caribbean Cruise
Lines) is now selecting their wines and making arrangements to
upgrade their premium service with larger, stemmed tulip-shaped
globes in domestic first class and both business and first class
international.

The Flight Attendants
The truth is that no matter how premium the airline or class of
service, the quality of your wine experience has more to do with
those who serve you. Even in economy, a highly motivated flight
attendant with a cheerful personality can guarantee a very good

A

wine experience, especially if she or he also has sufficient wine
knowledge. Your choice in economy may only be the “Redwood
Creek” Cabernet Sauvignon or Chardonnay; but if the attendant
nyone who has traveled aboard domestic and inter-

presents the small bottles (187ml each) as one would a full-size

national carriers knows that wine service varies by

bottle for your dutiful inspection and comments very positively, for

airline, class of service and in particular wine knowledge (or lack

example, that the wines go well with the meals being served that

thereof) of flight attendants. Generalizations simply do not apply

day and they are very satisfying for most of the passengers who

with respect to wine service on any given flight. Let me explain.

try them, you are having a fine wine experience.
As more frequent fliers are enjoying wine with their evening meals

The Carriers

at home and entertaining clients and customers at restaurants

Essentially, as with all things mortal, you get what you pay for with

with wines that meet or exceed the quality of the food served, in-

respect to your choice bof airlines; so if you fly a discount carrier,

flight wine service will increasingly be an important point of differ-

don't expect the world's foremost selection of wines. If drinking

entiation every airline will have to constantly improve to stay

better is a priority for you, stick with a primary brand name carrier

competitive. This means better and more frequent wine training

such as United Airlines, American Airlines, Cathay Pacific or

for all flight attendants as well as investing additional resources in

Singapore Airlines, to name but a few.

more sophisticated glassware and better quality wines from
economy class to first class.

Class of Service

For years those of us responsible for training servers in restau-

Common sense dictates the better the class of service, the bet-

rants and hotels have repeatedly emphasized to the servers that

ter the quality and selection of wine; so, once again, if the quality

they are equally responsible for knowing the beverages as the

of your in-flight wine experience is worth a premium to you, up-

foods on the menus, yet some servers still believe they only need

grade with points, miles, coupons or simply buy a more expen-

understand the food, as anyone who flies regularly can all too

sive ticket. Domestic and short haul flights rarely have the quality

easily attest. Over time all flight attendants will be expected to

and selection of the longer distance international flights, so my

exceed new standards for basic wine knowledge and to learn the

rule of thumb is if my flight is two hours or less flight, I may not

specifics of all wines on the new menus before leaving ground.

want to pay the extra to go business or first; but over two hours,

And one more thing…soon even economy passengers will be

I'll do my very best to be upgraded or buy a more expensive

able to enjoy first-class dining in the back of the plane with new

ticket.

software systems, such as “AM-1”, which permit customers to

If you are flying Singapore Airlines, for example, which boasts 48

select premium meals, beverages and services at a price online

wine sommeliers in the air and three of the world's most accom-

at the same time they are purchasing their airline tickets. Now

plished wine authorities, headed by Steven Spurrier, to select

that's the best of both worlds: Economy ticketing and First Class

the wines and with a very healthy budget to source very good

wine service. What could be better?

quality, you know you're in good hands. Likewise, if you are on

Red Fred,Over & Out.
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